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Abstract

Following the increasing growth in the demand on mobile TV, hybrid broadcast/broadband networks emerged as a
suitable approach to overtake the challenges introduced by each network separately in order to enhance users’
experience. This paper presents two possible scenarios for a hybrid, spatially separated, broadcast/broadband
network to offer mobile TV linear services for the end users. Namely, the first scenario is based on shared spectrum
access for both networks while the second one proposes a dedicated spectrum. Using a stochastic geometry
approach, the paper derives analytical formulations for both the probability of coverage and ergodic capacity. These
formulations are then used to optimize the hybrid network in terms of its key design parameters including the
broadcast (BC) coverage radii, the broadband (BB) base stations’ (BS) density, and spectral capacity. The results have
shown that an optimal BC radius maximizing the probability of coverage and capacity exists and it depends on the BS
density of the BB network. Other design parameters have been provided and analyzed leading to an optimal network
deployment. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this paper presents a first reference work dealing with the
optimization of the hybrid network with the coexistence of broadband and broadcast networks, from stochastic
geometry perspective, taking into account the inter-cell interference.

Keywords: Mobile TV, Access network cooperation, Broadcast networks, Broadband networks, Hybrid networks,
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1 Introduction
Recent years witnessed a high demand for linear services,
especially mobile TV after the introduction of smart-
phones and tablets. This was made possible by the rapid
advancement of both mobile-compatible Broadcast (BC)
networks and mobile Broadband (BB) networks. How-
ever, the massive use of these smart devices has led to the
extravagant use of BB resources leading to the so-called
spectrum crisis. Recently, among the different solutions
proposed in the literature, the co-existence between BC
and BB networks has emerged as a possible solution
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dealing with bandwidth-demanding applications, such as
TV services. Therein, we firstly present the state-of-the-
art technologies on linear services as well as the different
existing approaches for coexistence.

1.1 Mobile TV
The market for mobile TV is primarily directed by the
global increase in the adoption of live stream services.
Mobile TV provides easy accessibility and availability of
the desired video content provided by several platforms.
Those factors encouraged consumers to prefer mobile
TV over conventional TV. Other factors like the abil-
ity for a user to watch his favorite content at affordable
prices also played a major role in the spread of this
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service. The penetration of advanced hand-held devices
like smartphones and tablets made it even easier for
mobile TV to spread, particularly in growing markets
like India and China. Moreover, mobile TV has provided
major revenues for mobile communication operators,
TV providers, and devices’ manufacturers. Mainly, time
and space flexibility, accessibility, cost efficiency, and
spread of platform are the main factors for the spread
of mobile TV in the last few years. This will also con-
tinue in the next few years as reported in different
references [1, 2].
In practice, Mobile TV could be delivered to the end-

users in numerous methods. However, the latter could be
grouped into two categories: wireless BC or BB mobile
networks. Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) project devel-
oped several standards that could be compatible with
the handheld devices including DVB-NGH in 2013, the
successor to DVB-H in targeting handheld devices, and
DVB-T2 in 2008, the second generation terrestrial video
broadcast protocol which was designed to support both
stationary and mobile devices [3]. In the US, Advanced
Television System Committee (ATSC) adopted ATSC-
M/H for hand-held mobile devices in 2009. ATSC 3.0
is the new version of ATSC standards, which is sup-
posed to support mobile TV for ultra high definition
(UHD) videos [4]. Other mobile TV compatible stan-
dards were also developed in different regions of the
world, like ISDB-TMM a mobile-targeted version of
the Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting (ISDB) in
Japan in 2012 [5], Digital Terrestrial Multimedia Broad-
cast (DTMB) in China in 2006, and T-DMB by Digi-
tal Multimedia Broadcasting (DMB) in South Korea in
2007 [6].
From the BB perspective, multimedia streaming is

somehow different from regular web surfing. In regu-
lar web surfing, the user might download a page, then
wait a while before making the next request. However,
in linear services, there are always packets to transmit.
Mobile TV could be provided by different means in a BB
cellular network. One way is to provide data by the reg-
ular mobile Unicast (UC) transmission. This method was
made possible by the recent advances in wireless mobile
networks in terms of rate spectral efficiency namely the
third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Long-Term
Evolution (LTE) [7]. Multicast is also possible in LTE
since a special point-to-multipoint interface called, Mul-
timedia BC Multicast Services (MBMS), has been firstly
introduced by 3GPP network in 2002 and adopted by
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) in
2011 [8, 9]. Evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Ser-
vices (eMBMS), an advanced version of MBMS, has then
been adopted by LTE. Contrarily to UC, eMBMS delivers
content to multiple users through shared radio resources
[10, 11].

In practice, both networks, i.e., BC and BB present
their own limitations and advantages in terms of power,
resources, performance, mobility, etc. Recently, hybrid
networks based on the coexistence of BC and BB networks
have emerged as a candidate solution to reach the required
quality of service for the end-users, but this requires a
thorough analysis and optimization of the transmission
parameters.

1.2 Hybrid networks and related work
BC networks have a good cost and spectral efficiency for
a large number of users, while this efficiency decays for
lower user density [12]. Contrarily, BBUC networksmain-
tain a good efficiency for a small number of users and
suffer from overload due to limited spectral resources for
a large number of users [13]. In addition, a BB base station
has a limited coverage area due to path loss and power
constraints, while the BB network provides wider cov-
erage by means of multi-cells each with limited power.
These facts encouraged the proposition of hybrid solu-
tions, where BC and BB coexist to deliver linear services.
A hybrid network could then be considered as an exten-
sion of the coverage area of the BC network by the help
of the BB network. It could also be considered as the
offloading of data traffic from the BB network to BC
transmission.
In literature, several studies have been conducted

on hybrid BB/BC networks, where the opportuni-
ties and challenges for the hybrid approach for cur-
rent and future implementations were discussed in
[12, 14, 15]. In general, one can classify the coexistence
approaches into two main types: (1) hybrid collabora-
tion within same-area networks and (2) spatially separated
networks.
In same-area networks, authors in [16] proposed a sys-

tem model, criteria, and constraints for load switching in
hybrid cellular/BC network called switching bound con-
cept. Heuck in [17] derived an analytical description of a
hybrid network and an IP data-cast architecture and dis-
cussed its performance. Wang et al. in [18] designed a
push-based content delivery in a converged hybrid net-
work to relieve the rapid growth in data traffic based
on duration, popularity, and size of the multimedia con-
tent. In [19], the authors proposed a converged BB/BC
platform for delivering 3D media to fixed and mobile
users guaranteeing a minimum QoS, alongside with an
ideal business model for operators. Cornillet et al. stud-
ied the UC/BC cooperation from an energy point of
view [20]. Studies on the BC and BB coexistence from a
spectral point of view, regarding overlapping and guard
bands, were presented in [21] and [22]. Moreover, a uni-
fied BC layer targeting mobile devices, based on DVB-
T2 and LTE/eMBMS standards, was proposed in [23].
Closely, the authors suggested in [24] an overlay over
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the UC network by the BC tower enabling cooperative
spectrum usage.
On the other hand, in spatially separated networks, the

authors of [25] proposed to maximize the global capac-
ity for a hybrid BC/UC system in terms of power ratio
between the BC tower and UC Base Station (BS), then
derived a closed-form expression for ergodic capacity
in the case of non-cooperative interfering coexistence.
Authors in [26] planned a stand-alone DVB-NGH and
LTE and studied the benefits from the cooperation
between the two, then compared those scenarios from
energy consumption perspective in [27]. In [13], a study
on the service coverage of an extension scenario of a
hybrid UC/BC network was proposed showing the exis-
tence of an optimal operationmodewhere global through-
put is maximized. Fam et al. then introduced an analytical
model for the optimal coverage to maximize hybrid net-
work system capacity in [28], provided a theoretical analy-
sis of the hybrid network performance in [29] and studied
the energy efficiency for such model in [30].

1.3 Stochastic geometry modeling
In the previous works, the BB part of the hybrid net-
work was usually modeled with the traditional grid model.
However, such model is not accurate in terms of BS den-
sity and distribution, especially in urban and suburban
areas. Instead, recent studies have shown that stochastic
geometry provides better, more realistic way of describ-
ing the distribution of a mobile network [31, 32]. In this
approach, the position of BSs is set randomly using a
point process. In fact, Poisson Point Process (PPP) pro-
vides a decent tool to model the BSs distribution with a
single needed parameter, representing the average density
of BSs in the service area [33]. PPP results in having, on
average, the same number of points in a certain area A,
wherever A is chosen along the service area, this num-
ber is equal to the product of the average density and the
area A. In [34], the authors investigated the accuracy of
this model by testing against real implemented BSs in the
UK, concluding that the stochastic geometry based model
is capable of modeling the network performance accu-
rately. Andrews et al. derived in [35] a general formula for
the probability of coverage and achievable throughput for
a multi-cell BB network modeled by a PPP. The authors
showed that a PPP is a pessimistic model compared to
the conventional grid model, but is much more accurate
in describing a real implementation, where the estimated
coverage by a PPP is slightly below the actual coverage
compared to the grid model which gives a higher estimate.
Moreover, the energy and spectral efficiency of the cellu-
lar network modeled with a PPP was investigated in [36]
and [37]. However, the analysis for a hybrid network with
BC and BB components was never done using stochastic
geometry.

1.4 Contributions andmethodology
This paper discusses the case of spatially separated hybrid
BC/BB networks. However, since eMBMS is not yet widely
deployed, this work considers a UC transmission for the
BB network. Indeed, it was shown that UC could achieve
significantly high coverage rates with a proper allocation
of available resources [38]. In contrary to the previous
works in [13, 28–30] where a grid model was used to
describe the BB network, a more accurate PPP is used here
to model BSs positions. Moreover, our work considers the
Inter-Cell Interference (ICI) which has not been taken into
account in the literature. The main contributions of this
paper could be summarized as follows:

1. Proposition of a model for two deployment scenarios
that could be used for a spatially separated hybrid
network, i.e., users inside BC area are served by the
BC tower, and the rest are served by nearest BB BS.
The first scenario, named shared spectrum scenario,
considers that BB BSs outside BC area operate at the
same frequency band as the BC. The second, named
dedicated spectrum scenario, assumes that those BSs
operate at other frequencies such as TVWhite Space
(TVWS). Those scenarios are compared in terms of
spectral efficiency.

2. Utilization of stochastic geometry tools by modeling
the BS and users’ positions of the BB network as PPP
model for the hybrid network. Although stochastic
geometry is being used to model broadband
networks, it is used here in the context of hybrid
BC/BB networks for the first time.

3. Consideration of ICI as one of the most influential
factors in the design and obtained results. The effect
of interference cancellation is also studied.

4. Derivation of the analytical expressions that evaluate
the probability of coverage for BC users, BB UC
users, and any user in the service area, for both
scenarios. Similar derivations are provided for the
user capacity at each position in the hybrid model.

5. Optimization of the hybrid network in terms of
design parameters, especially the BC radius and the
density of UC BSs.

The rest of this paper will be organized as follows.
Section 2 describes both model architectures, in addition
to the derivation of some important probability distribu-
tion functions (pdfs) that will be used in the following
sections. Sections 3 and 4 include the derivation for
coverage probability and average user capacity respec-
tively, for both scenarios, and introduce some appropriate
approximations when applicable. In Section 5, numerical
simulations are conducted and compared to the analytical
results. Then, a set of parameters is optimized to max-
imize the coverage and rate, besides studying the effect
of interference cancellation on the performance. Finally,
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Section 6 draws the conclusion of the paper and suggests
some future research directions.

2 Proposed systemmodel and scenarios
In this section, we describe the hybrid network model
including both transmission scenarios. In this work, we
consider linear TV serviced to an average of M users,
distributed uniformly according to a PPP � with density
λu, in a wide circular service area, resembling a typical
metropolitan area, as shown in Fig. 1. The broadcast area
is assumed to be occupying the center of the considered
area. As for the broadband network, two main scenar-
ios are considered. In the first scenario, UC BSs outside
the broadcast area operate at the same frequency as the
BC area, while in the second scenario, UC BSs operate at
another band such as digital TV white space, so there is
no interference between UC and BC networks. Each sce-
nario presents its advantages and drawbacks in terms of
spectrum allocation, interference level and hence system
performance. Both approaches are in line with the current
state-of-the-art considerations as detailed in the previous
section.
The hybrid network consists of two orthogonal fre-

quency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems:

1. A broadcasting system composed of a single high

power high tower (HPHT) site located at the center
of the service area.

2. A mobile broadband UC system composed of an
average of NBS base station sites.

It is assumed that all the BB BSs transmit with the same
power PL, and the HPHT transmits with a power PD such
that PD > PL.
The BS are located according to a PPP � with a density

λBS per squared Km. The users are distributed according
to another, independent, PPP � with a density equal to
λu. It is also assumed that a user has the ability to con-
nect to either system depending on its position, i.e., if the
user is within the coverage area of the HPHT (rv < rb),
then the user will be connected to it. Else, it will be out-
side the BC region hence connected to the nearest UC
BS. This will result in a disk with broadcast users inside,
and a Voronoi tessellation for UC users. The user asso-
ciation is defined geometrically rather than via received
signal strength to simplify the problem and keep the anal-
ysis tractable. An example of this network is shown in
Fig. 1. For both transmission systems, the standard power
loss propagation model is used, and it is assumed that all
transmitter/receiver couples use single input single output
(SISO) antennas.

Fig. 1 An example of a service area, with 20 km radius, and 10 km broadcast radius
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2.1 Scenario 1: shared spectrum scenario
In the first scenario, the BC network operates at frequency
fD, while UC operates at two frequency bands: (i) fL for
BSs within the BC area, and at (ii) fD for BSs outside the
BC domain. This is briefed in Fig. 2a. This arrangement
will result in the following points:

(a) The inter-cell interference originated from BSs inside
BC region to outside UC users is avoided. In other
words, we consider that the BSs inside the BC area
are not delivering the TV service. Hence, those BS
will not further be considered in the analysis. This
schematic is indeed interesting in the sense that it
reduces the total interference received by a UC
outside user. The average level of interference for UC
users depends on the ratio of broadcast area to the
service area.

(b) Inside users fed by the HPHT suffer from interference
from outside BS. However, this interference is
variable depending on the distance from HPHT and
can be significantly small for non-edge users.

(c) Outside users fed by the UC BSs suffer from
interference from the HPHT even if they are out of
the BC coverage. Indeed, these outside users are
receiving signals from both outside BSs and HPHT at
the same frequency. However, the level of
interference perceived by an outside UC user from a
HPHT depends on its distance to the HPHT.
Particularly, it can be significantly small if (i) the
broadcast area is large enough, and the power of
HPHT is properly designed or (ii) the UC receiver is
really far from the HPHT. It is worth mentioning that
the signals received from HPHT and BS are not
synchronized; hence, a UC user will consider the
HPHT signal as interference.

(d) The interest of this scheme is clearly seen in terms of
bandwidth allocation as inside and outside users (of
the broadcast area) with TV services are operating at
the same frequency. This will be at the detriment of
additional interference level as explained above.

The SINR for inside users is given by

Si = PDgr−β
v

σ 2 + ID
(1)

where PD is the transmission power by the HPHT, g rep-
resents the random channel effect between the HPHT and
the user, including shadowing and fading. rv is the dis-
tance between the HPHT and the user, β represents the
path loss exponent for broadcast, σ 2 is the noise power,
and ID denotes the interference on an inside user from
outside BS. The interference is the sum of the powers of
the received interfering signals. For a user in the broadcast
area operating at frequency fD, all BSs in the UC area are
considered as interferers, then ID is given by

ID =
∑

j∈�

PL h r−α
s,j (2)

where PL is the transmission power of UC BS, h represents
the channel random effect between the BS and the user, rs,j
is the distance between a user and interfering BS j and �

is the set of all outside BS. Note that in regular networks,
the interference is weighted by the probability of having
the interfering BS transmitting at a time. Such probability
has its own distribution as the one used in [39]. However,
for the case of linear services, it can be assumed that there
is always packets being sent based on the nature of the
service.

Fig. 2 Different proposed scenarios. a Scenario 1: shared spectrum b Scenario 2: dedicated spectra
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The SINR for outside users is given by:

So = PLhr−α
l

σ 2 + I1 + I2
(3)

where rl is the distance between the serving BS and the
user, α represents the path loss exponent for UC, σ 2 is the
noise power, and I1 and I2 denote the interference on an
outside user from outside BS and the HPHT, respectively.
Note that it is known that the interference in such models
is much bigger than the noise power and it is known to be
the limiting factor for the performance. The interference
on a user from interfering BS is given by

I1 =
∑

j∈�/b
PL h r−α

q,j (4)

and from the HPHT transmitter is given by

I2 = BRPD g r−β

d (5)

where�/b denotes the set of all BSs in the UC area exclud-
ing the serving BS for user under consideration. rq,j is the
distance from an outside user and interfering BS j, and rd
is the distance from an inside user to the HPHT trans-
mitter. Br is the ratio between the BW of the BC and that
of UC. Since, in general, the bandwidth (BW) of the BB
network is higher than that of the BC where both are
overlapping, the ratio can be written as following:

BR = min
(
1,

BWBC
BWUC

)
(6)

where BWBC and BWUC are the BW of BC and UC,
respectively. This term is added to count only the over-
lapping spectrum when calculating the total interference
power. For example, DVB-T2 operates at 8 MHz of band-
width, and LTE-A usually operates at 10 MHz or 20 MHz
of bandwidth.

2.2 Scenario 2: dedicated spectrum scenario
The second scenario considered in this paper differs from
scenario 1 in the spectrum allocation. Indeed, here, the BC
HPHT operates at fD, UC BS inside BC area operate at fL,
while the BS outside BC domain operate at fW, a sub-band
of the TV white space, where fL, fW, and fD do not overlap.
This scenario is summarized in Fig.2b. This will result in
the following points:

(a) Compared to shared spectrum scenario, ICI for UC
is significantly reduced due to the usage of three
different frequencies.

(b) Contrarily to scenario 1, inside users, fed by the
HPHT will only be limited by path loss and noise,
and will not suffer from any interference.

(c) Outside users fed by the UC BS suffer only from ICI
produced by outside cells.

(d) The interference is limited at the expense of
additional bandwidth allocation.

The SNR for inside users is given by

Si = PDgr−β
v

σ 2 (7)

The SINR for outside users is given by

So = PLhr−α
l

σ 2 + I1
(8)

The difference from shared spectrum scenario is that ID,
the interference from outside BS on inside users, and I2,
the interference from HPHT on outside users, are both
eliminated from the equations.

2.3 PDFs of main separation distances
Three distances shown in Fig. 3 are particularly impor-
tant in the derivations that will follow: (1) the distance rd
between the UC user and the HPHT transmitter, (2) the
distance rv between a BC user and the center, and (3) the
distance rl between a UC user and its serving BS. Since
both BS and users positions are random, the distances
between the transmitters and the receivers such as rl, rd,
rq, rv, and rs are random variables, and their distributions
are needed in the derivation of coverage and capacity.
The CDF of rd is given by

Frd(Rd) = P [rd < Rd]

= A(Rd, rb)
AUC

= πR2
d − πr2b

πr2max − πr2b

= 1
r2max − r2b

R2
d − r2b

r2max − r2b

(9)

where A(Rd, rb) is the area limited by the two circles of
radius Rd and rb. The PDF of rd will then be

frd(rd) = dFrd(rd)
drd

= 2
r2max − r2b

rd
(10)

Similarly, the PDF of rv is given by

frv(rv) = 2
r2b
rv (11)

rl represents the distance to the serving BS. That means
that the area between the user and the serving BS is
empty from any interfering BS. For a PPP in R

2, the null
probability in an area A is exp(−λA) [35]. Then, the Com-
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Fig. 3 Important distances used in the model

plementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) of
rl is as following:

Frl (Rl) = P [rl < Rl]

= 1 − exp(−λA)

= 1 − exp(−λ

min(rmax,rd+Rl)∫

max(rb,rd−Rl)

2θv dv)

= 1 − exp

⎛

⎜⎝−2λ
min(rmax ,rd+Rl)∫

max(rb,rd−Rl)

arccos
(
v2 + r2d − R2

l
2v rd

)
vdv

⎞

⎟⎠

(12)

Then, the PDF of rl is given by

frl (rl) = d
drl

⎡

⎢⎣exp

⎛

⎜⎝−2λ
min(rmax,rd+rl)∫

max(rb,rd−rl)

arccos
(
v2 + r2d − r2l

2v rd

)
vdv)

⎞

⎟⎠

⎤

⎥⎦

(13)

where the area A could be found as shown in Fig. 4.
Approximation of the PDF of rl: Eq. (13) is very hard

to express and interpret, and therefore will be hard to be
used in the sequel. This exact expression is needed in the
following cases:

• The density of the BSs is extremely low, so that the
cell sizes are comparable to the large BC zone.

• For the users on the BC/BB border.
• For the users on the edge of the service area.

In all of these cases, the BC zone disturbs the user arrange-
ment around the BS. Now since the first case is imprac-
tical, and the number of users on the border is relatively
small, and since the service area edge is hypothetical for
calculation purposes, an approximation with the conven-
tional PDF presented in [31] can be made. Thus the PDF
of rl could then be reduced to

f ∗
rl (rl) = 2πλrl exp

(−πλr2l
)

(14)

It can clearly be seen that even though the approximation
is much simpler than the exact value, it completely ignores
the relative position to the center and the broadcast radius
rb. In the sequel, this approximation will be used when
necessary, like in the estimation of coverage probability
for BC users in (17) and (32) and UC users in (23) and
(34), where both the exact formula and the approximation
could be used.

3 Probability of coverage
In this section, we derive the analytical expressions for
the probability of coverage of inside users (i.e., broadcast
region), outside users (i.e., UC region), and the probabil-
ity of coverage of any user at any position. The probability
of coverage is defined as the probability of a user to have
a SINR value higher than a certain threshold T [35]. In
order to clarify the derivation steps, Table 1 summarizes
the used symbols. Since shared spectrum scenario and
dedicated spectrum scenario have slight differences in the
derivation of final expressions, the derivation for the first
scenario is explained, while in the second scenario, only
the final result is stated with indication on the differences.
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Fig. 4 Calculation of area limited by the circle of radius Rl , service area circle, and broadcast area circle

3.1 Shared spectrum scenario
3.1.1 Coverage for BC users
For inside users under broadcast, the probability of cover-
age is given by

Pc/i = Erv [P[ ] Si > T |rv] ]

= Erv

[
P

[
PDgr−β

v
σ 2 + ID

> T |rv
]]

(a)=
rb∫

0

P[ ] g >
Trβv
PD
(
σ 2 + ID

) |rv] frv(rv)drv

= 2
r2b

rb∫

0

P

[
g >

Trβv
PD
(
σ 2 + ID

) |rv
]
rvdrv

(15)

Table 1 Table of used symbols

Symbol Indication

rb, rmax Radius of BC zone, service area

rl Distance from user under UC to serving BS

rd Distance from user under UC HPHT

rq Distance from user under UC to interfering BS

rv Distance from user under BC to HPHT

rs Distance from user under BC to interfering BS

PD, PL Tx power of HPHT, BS

g, h Random channel for BC and UC transmission

α, β Path loss exponent for a user and BS, HPHT

σ 2 Noise power at the receiver

λBS, λu Densities of the BSs and users PPPs

T SINR threshold

Pc/i , Pc/o, Pc Probability of coverage for a BC, UC, and general user

Ci , Co, C Capacity per Hz for a BC, UC, and general user

where (a) follows the independence of the distribution of
rv and the channel g. Here, since the interference ID, which
is the sum of the random interference power received
from all the BSs, is a random variable, we need to aver-
age the probability that g > f (ID) over that random
interference. Now we can derive

P

[
g >

Trβv
PD
(
σ 2 + ID

) |rv
]

= EID

[
P[ g >

Trβv
PD
(
σ 2 + ID

) |ID, rv]
]

(b)= EID

[
exp
(

−τTrβv
PD
(
σ 2 + ID

)
)]

= exp
(

−τTrβv σ 2

PD

)
EID

[
exp
(

−τTrβv
PD

ID

)]

= exp
(

−τTrβv σ 2

PD

)
LID

(
τTrβv
PD

)

(16)

where (b) follows the assumption of an exponential distri-
bution of g: g ∼ exp(τ ). LID(s) is the Laplace transform of
ID evaluated at s. Then,

Pc/i = 2
r2b

rb∫

0

exp
(

−τTrβv σ 2

PD

)
LID

(
τTrβv
PD

)
rvdrv

(17)

The exact derivation for the Laplace transform LID(s)
results in the following formula:
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LID

(
τTrβv
PD

)
= exp

⎛

⎜⎜⎝− 2λ

⎛

⎜⎜⎝

rmax−rv∫

0

πrs
1 + μPDrαs

TτPLrβv

drs

+
rmax+rv∫

rmax−rv

arccos
(
r2v+r2s −r2max

2rvrs

)

1 + μPDrαs
TτPLrβv

rsdrs

−
rb−rv∫

0

πrs
1 + μPDrαs

TτPLrβv

drs

−
rb+rv∫

rb−rv

arccos
(

r2v+r2s −r2b
2rvrs

)

1 + μPDrαs
TτPLrβv

rsdrs

⎞

⎟⎟⎠

⎞

⎟⎟⎠

(18)

It is very clear that Eq. (18) could be reduced to simple
closed-form expressions; hence, two different approxima-
tions are provided as follows.
Approximation 1 of Eq. (18): Here, it is assumed that

due to high BC transmission power, interference is not
effective beyond certain point, so the effective interfer-
ence could be reduced to the disk surrounding a user, with
a radius equal to the distance of HPHT from that user. In
this case, (18) can be written as

L∗
I

(
τTrβv
PD

)
= exp

⎛

⎜⎝− 2λ
min(rmax−rv,rv)∫

rb−rv

π − arccos
(
r2v+r2s −r2max

2rvrs

)

1 + μPDrαs
TτPLrβv

rsdrs

⎞

⎟⎠

(19)

Approximation 2 of Eq. (18): A second approximation
could be obtained by assuming that interference is pro-
duced by a single interferer placed on the closest point
to a user directly on the BC/UC border. This approxima-
tion is not generally accurate, but it significantly reduces
the complexity of the calculations. The Laplace transform
yields:

L∗∗
ID

(
τTrβv
PD

)
= 1

1 + τPLTrβv
μPD(rb−rv)α

(20)

The derivations of the Laplace transform and the approx-
imations could be found in Appendix 2.
Equation (17) indicates, as expected, that increasing the

radius of BC area without a suitable increase in broad-
cast power will decrease the coverage probability for BC
users especially for edge users with a high value of rv
causing both terms inside the integral to be significantly
smaller. In fact, the second approximation shown in (19)

indicates that the BC radius rb has a significant additional
effect since it appears in the denominator with an expo-
nent which is higher than 2. The equations also indicate
that increasing the BS transmission power PL will reduce
the coverage for BC users, with the BS’s density λ has a
similar effect.

3.1.2 Coverage for UC users
Outside users are connected to the nearest BS, operating
at fD, and served using unicast. Those users suffer from
two sources of interference due to the HPHT power and
the other outside BSs. The probability of coverage of the
outside users could be written as

Pc/o = Erd,rl [P[ So > T |rd, rl] ]

= Erd,rl

[
P

[
PLhr−α

l
σ 2 + I1 + I2

> T |rd, rl
]]

=
rmax∫

rb

frd (rd)
2rmax∫

0

frl (rl)P
[
h >

Trαl
P
(
σ 2 + I1 + I2

) |rd, rl
]
drldrd

(21)

where the last step follows the independence of the distri-
bution of rd, rl. and the channel random effect represented
by h. The distance rd between an outside user and the
HPHT varies between rb in the case of a user on the edge
of the broadcast area, and rmax in the case of a user on
the edge of the service area. On the other hand, rl, the
distance between an outside user and its serving base sta-
tion, varies between 0 and 2rmax. However, practically the
upper limit is likely much less, especially when the BS
density is high enough. Again, the probability of cover-
age for outside users can be deduced from the previous
equation by

P

[
h >

Trαl
P
(
σ 2 + I1 + I2

) |rd, rl
]

= EI1

[
EI2

[
exp
(−μTrαl

PL
(
σ 2 + I1 + I2

))]]

= exp
(

−μTrαl σ 2

PL

)
LI1|rd
(

μTrαl
PL

)
LI2|rd
(

μTrαl
PL

)

(22)

where the first step follows the independence of the inter-
ference from HPHT and the interference from surround-
ing BSs, and follows also the exponential distribution of
the channel parameter h: h ∼ exp(μ). Plugging this into
(21), and substituting frd(rd) by its formula derived in (10),
we get
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Pc/o = 2
r2max − r2b

rmax∫

rb

rd

rmax∫

0

frl(rl) exp
(

−μTrαl σ 2

PL

)

LI1|rd,rl
(

μTrαl
PL

)
LI2|rd,rl

(
μTrαl
PL

)
drldrd

(23)

LI1|rd
(

μTrαl
PL

)
and LI2|rd

(
μTrαl
PL

)
are the Laplace transform

of I1 and I2, respectively. LI1|rd
(
s
)
can be evaluated at cer-

tain values of rl and rd. The exact derivations, reported in
Appendix 3, lead to the following formula:

LI1|rd
(

μTrαl
PL

)
= exp

⎛

⎜⎝−2λ

⎛

⎜⎝
rmax−rd∫

min(rl ,rmax−rd)

πrq
1 + 1

T

(
rq
rl

)α drq

+
rmax+rd∫

max(rl ,rmax−rd)

arccos( r
2
d+r2q−r2max

2rdrq )

1 + 1
T

(
rq
rl

)α rqdrq

−
rd+rb∫

max(rl ,rd−rb)

arccos
(

r2d+r2q−r2b
2rdrq

)

1 + 1
T

(
rq
rl

)α rqdrq

⎞

⎟⎟⎠

⎞

⎟⎟⎠

(24)

Approximation of the LT in (24): In order to reduce
the complexity of (24), an approximation could be made,
by assuming that the major source of interference is due to
the first term which represents the disk limited by the BC
disk and the service area circle. From the above formula,
this will lead the following:

L∗
I1|rd

(
μTrαl
PL

)
= exp

⎛

⎜⎝−2λ
rmax−rd∫

min(rl ,rmax−rd)

πrq
1 + 1

T

(
rq
rl

)α drq

⎞

⎟⎠

(25)

On the other hand,LI2|rd
(
s
)
could be evaluated for certain

values of rd as follows:

LI2|rd (s) = Eg
[
exp(−sI2)

]

= Eg
[
exp(−sBRPDgr−β

d )
]

= 1

1 + sBRPDr−β

d
τ

(26)

then

LI2|rd
(

μTrαl
PL

)
= 1

1 + BRTμPDr−β

d rαl
τPL

(27)

From the three terms in (24) or from the approximation
made in (25), one can conclude that the UC transmis-
sion power does not affect the Laplace transform of the

inter-cell interference. However, increasing PL boosts the
overall coverage by increasing the other two terms in (23).
Moreover, taking into account the approximations done
in (14) and (25), the effect of the BS density λ is not sim-
ilarly clear. From one point, increasing λBS increases the
linear part in (14), but decreases the exponential parts in
(14) and (25). Thus, the overall effect of λBS depends on
other factors that appear in the exponential and control
the decay rate like T and α. Note that for the case of Br
equal to 0, indicating no overlapping, the equation returns
to the case where no interference from the BC on the UC
exists, and LI2|rd

(
μTrαl
PL

)
is meaningless, and the coverage

probability will be similar to that scenario 2, which will be
later shown in (34).

3.1.3 Coverage for any user in the service area
Since the users are randomly and uniformly distributed
over the service area, then the probability of a user to be
in the broadcast region is

Pi = ABC
Atotal

= r2b
r2max

(28)

where ABC is the BC area, and Atotal is the service area.
Consequently, the probability of a user to be in the UC
region domain is

Po = 1 − r2b
r2max

(29)

and the total probability of coverage for a general user in
the service area will be

Pc = PiPc/i + PoPc/o (30)

3.2 Dedicated spectrum scenario
The derivation steps of scenario 2 are similar to that of
scenario 1 with one major difference: the elimination of ID
and I2 and their related equations. Thus, the probability of
coverage for inside users will be as follows:

Pc/i = 2
r2b

rb∫

0

exp
(

−μTrβv σ 2

PD

)
rvdrv (31)

using equation 3.381/8 in [40], this equation could be
written in the form
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Pc/i = 2
r2b

γ

(
2
β
, μTσ 2rβb

PD

)

β
(

μTσ 2

PD

)2/β (32)

where γ (a, x) is the incomplete gamma function given by

γ (a, x) =
x∫

0

e−vva−1dv (33)

In addition, the probability of coverage of outside users
could be written as

Pc/o = 2
r2max − r2b

rmax∫

rb

rd

rmax∫

0

frl (rl) exp
(

−μTrαl σ 2

PL

)

LI1|rd
(

μTrαl
PL

)
drldrd

(34)

In scenario 2, one can notice that coverage of inside
users is related only to the parameters of the BC, and it
is independent of the unicast parameters. In addition, the
coverage of outside users is dependent only on UC param-
eters and rb. This means that, in general, the coverage of
inside and outside users will increase with this model, but
at the expense of using an additional frequency band.

4 Average capacity derivation
In this section, we consider the ergodic capacity (achiev-
able rate) for a unit bandwidth. It is also the definition
of the average spectral efficiency in bits per second per
hertz. As in the previous section, derivations for scenario
1 are described, and the final results of the second scenario
follows.

4.1 Shared spectrum scenario
We consider the average capacity for a bandwidth unit to
be as follows:

C = log2[ 1 + SINR] (35)

4.1.1 Capacity for inside users
The average capacity for the inside users served by broad-
cast can be evaluated as

Ci = E
[
log2(1 + Si)

]

= E�,g

[
log2

(
1 + PDgr−β

v
σ 2 + ID

)]

=
rb∫

0

frv (rv)E
[
log2

(
1 + PDgr−β

v
σ 2 + ID

)
|rv
]
drv

(a)=
rb∫

0

frv (rv)
∞∫

0

P

[
log2

(
1 + PDgr−β

v
σ 2 + ID

)
> t|rv
]
dtdrv

=
rb∫

0

frv (rv)
∞∫

0

P

[
g >

(
2t − 1

)
rβv

PD
(
σ 2 + ID

) |rv
]
dtdrv

=
rb∫

0

frv (rv)
∞∫

0

EID

[
exp
(

−τ(2t − 1)rβv
PD

(
σ 2 + ID|rv

)
)]

dtdrv

= 2
r2b

rb∫

0

rv

∞∫

0

exp
(

−τ
(
2t − 1

)
rβv σ 2

PD

)
LID

(
τ
(
2t − 1

)
rβv

PD

)
dtdrv

(36)

where (a) follows from

E

[
X
]

=
∞∫

0

P

(
X > x
)
dx (37)

LID

(
s
)
is calculated in Appendix 2. It could be used by

substituting s by τ(2t−1)rβv
PD .

4.1.2 Capacity for outside users
Using similar analysis, the average capacity for outside
users is given by

Co = Erd,rl ,h
[
log2(1 + So)

]

=
rmax∫

rb

frd (rd)
2rmax∫

0

frl (rl)E
[
log2

(
1 + PLhr−α

l
σ 2 + I1 + I2

)
|rd, rl
]
drldrd

(a)=
rmax∫

rb

frd (rd)
2rmax∫

0

frl (rl)
∞∫

0

EI1,I2

[

exp
(−μ(2t − 1)rαl

PL
(
σ 2 + I1 + I2

)) |rd, rl
]
dtdrldrd

= 2
r2max − r2b

rmax∫

rb

rd

2rmax∫

0

frl (rl)
∞∫

0

exp
(

−μ(2t − 1)rαl σ 2

PL

)

LI1|rd
(

μ(2t − 1)rαl
PL

)
LI2|rd
(

μ(2t − 1)rαl
PL

)
dtdrldrd

(38)

where (a) follows the exponential distribution of h. The
final step follows the independence between I1 and I2.
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4.1.3 Total average capacity
Similar to the probability of coverage of a user at any
position, the average capacity will be

C = PiCi + PoCo (39)

4.2 Dedicated spectrum scenario
In scenario 2, the capacity for inside and outside users are
similar to that of model 1, but again, with the elimination
of terms related to ID and I2. The capacity of inside users
could then be derived and written as

Ci = 1
ln(2)

2
r2b

rb∫

0

rv

∞∫

0

exp
(

−τ(et − 1)rβv σ 2

PD

)
dtdrv (40)

By some rearrangement, and the use of equation 3.327 in
[40], the capacity can be written as

Ci = 1
ln(2)

2
r2b

rb∫

0

rv exp
(

τσ 2rβv
PD

)[
−Ei

(
−τσ 2rβv

PD

)]
drv

(41)

where Ei(x) is the exponential integral function given by

Ei(x) = −
∞∫

−x

e−u

u
du (42)

Moreover, the capacity for outside users is given by

Co = 2
r2max − r2b

rmax∫

rb

rd

2rmax∫

0

frl(rl)
∞∫

0

exp
(

−μ(2t − 1)rαl σ 2

PL

)

LI1|rd

(
μ
(
2t − 1

)
rαl

PL

)
dtdrldrd

(43)

4.3 Effective capacities
All previously calculated capacities are per frequency unit.
However, to derive the average user capacity, multiplica-
tion by the occupied bandwidth is needed. But for the
BC users, the average effective capacity is related to the
transmitted bit rate, which is the required capacity for a
proper reception of the service or Creq. Hence, the total
BC capacity is given by

CBC =
∑

m∈M
Creqam (44)

where M is the set of users within BC region, and am a
binary variable that is equal to 1 if the SINR for user m
named SINRm is greater or equal to the threshold T and 0
otherwise, thus indicating if userm is receiving the service
properly or not.

The average BC capacity in the broadcast area could be
then calculated as follows:
[
CBC
]

= CreqPc/iλUπr2b (45)

where λUπr2b is equal to the average number of users
inside BC area.
Similarly, for UC users, the total cell capacity is given by

CUC,cell
n =

∑

m∈Cn
Cuser
m bm,n (46)

where Cn is the set of users in the cell, Cuser
m is the capacity

for user m, and bm is a binary variable that is equal to 1 if
userm is connected to the service, i.e., SINRm > T .Cuserm

could be found as follows:

Cuser
m = NRB

m BRB log2(1 + SINRm) (47)

where NRB
m is the number of resource blocks allocated to

user m, and BRB is the bandwidth of a single resource
block. It is assumed that the resource blocks are uniformly
allocated over users like in round robin allocation scheme.
So for the UC network, the total capacity will be:

CUC =
∑

n∈N
CUC,cell
n (48)

Thus, the average UC capacity could be derived as
[
CUC
]

= [NRB]BRBCoPc/oλUπ
(
r2max − r2b

)
(49)

where λUπ
(
r2max − r2b

)
sums the average number of UC

users, and
[
NRB] denotes the average number of resource

blocks assigned for a user. Finally, the total average capac-
ity could be given as
[
Csys] =

[
CBC
]

+
[
CUC
]

(50)

Those values are used to derive the capacity of the hybrid
system for both scenarios.

4.4 Quality of experience
In this section, we aim at discussing and evaluating the
quality of experience (QoE) of the proposed scenarios
from one side and linking them with the main design
parameters that have been evaluated in the previous
sections.
In literature, different standards and studies have been

elaborated to quantify the QoE of the TV services as seen
by the end-users, and to expand the necessary proce-
dures for such evaluations. Definitely, these approaches
differ in aspects and metrics; however, one can distin-
guish between subjective [41] and objective QoE metrics
[42]. While the subjective metrics are very pertinent for
the network operators as they are directly obtained by
humans. They lack however many important characteris-
tics (such as real time assessment). Moreover, they require
huge time and resources. To counteract this problem,
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researchers have also proposed objective QoE metrics for
video services and tried to link them with the QoS deliv-
ered by the network. A good example therein would be in
relating the video streaming time with the network latency
or the QoE with the data rate [43].
In this work, and due to its theoretical aspect, we have

adopted two objective QoE scores and linked them with
the design metrics detailed in the previous section. Both
have been widely accepted by the research community.
The two QoE scores are given as follows:

1. QoE score 1: In [44], the authors have related the
IQX (exponential interdependency of quality of
experience and quality of service) hypothesis QoE to
the packet loss ratio. In our work, a packet is
considered to be lost if the user is not in coverage,
i.e., if the SINR of that user is below the threshold T.
In other words, the packet loss is directly related to
the outage probability (the complementary of
coverage). Hence, the first QoE defined in our work,
denoted hereafter as Q1, is related to the probability
of coverage as follows:

Q1 = 3.01 exp(−4.473 (1 − Pc)) + 1.065 (51)

2. QoE score 2: In [45], the authors suggested another
QoE score that combines three scores: freezing score,
bitrate switch score, and video bit rate score. They
are given by

Q2 = Qv + κQf + ρQs; (52)

where Qv is the rate score given by

Qv = ln(C) (53)

Qf is the freezing score defined as

Qf = − exp(−1 + tf)
1 + exp(−1 + tf)

(54)

where tf is the freezing time. A freezing time is the
time where the capacity is below the minimum rate
required for a video stream. Finally, Qs is the change
in video quality category, and it is defined as

Qs = −ν|catk − catk−1|
catk

(55)

where catk and catk−1 are the quality categories for
current and previous time slots, and, κ , ρ, and ν are
all positive weight coefficients. To classify the video
quality into categories, we used a table presented by
mLAB in [46] that links the video resolution to the
minimum required data rate for a proper reception.

5 Simulation results and discussion
To compare the formulations derived previously with sim-
ulations, numerical and Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations
have been conducted. Numerical analysis was also used

to find optimal operating points for different of system
parameters. The service area selected is of 30 km radius,
with variable BC radius. Unless otherwise mentioned, the
density of BSs is equal to 0.15BS/km2. Default simula-
tion settings are summarized in Table 2. The isotropic
transmission power of BSs is set to 1200 W, and the
isotropic transmission power of the HPHT is set to 33 kW.
The noise power is set to −105 dBm corresponding
to 8 MHz of bandwidth. It is worth mentioning that
despite the general framework of our work, the parame-
ters in this paper were selected in line with LTE and DVB
specifications [28].

5.1 Simulation and analytical results in terms of coverage
CCDF

Firstly, to compare the analytical expressions with MC
simulation results, the CCDF of the probability of cover-
age is calculated for inside users, outside users, and any
user in the service area as shown in Fig. 5a–c, respec-
tively, for shared spectrum scenario, and in Fig. 6a–c,
respectively, for dedicated spectra scenario.
Both Figs. 5a and 6a show a very good conver-

gence between the simulation and the analytical results.
Figures 5b and 6b show a very high accuracy as well, with
error ranging from 1 to 2%. Figures 5c and 6c verify the
derived formulations and the different probability expres-
sions in the previous sections. The first approximation for
BC users presented in Eq. (19), and the approximation for
UC users provided by Eq. (25) produce very close values
to both simulation results and derived equations. The sec-
ond approximation for the BC users provided by Eq. (19) is
accurate for high threshold values and looses its accuracy
for low threshold values, i.e., below 3 dB. However, the use
of these approximations reduces significantly the process-
ing time for the analytical derivations. Fortunately, these
approximations work well with the practical transmission
parameters.

Table 2 Simulation setting

Parameter Value

rmax 30 km

rb 10 km

PD, PL 33 kW, 1.2 kW

BWBC, BWUC 8 MHz, 10 MHz

μ, τ 1, 1

α, β 3.4, 3.2

σ 2 −105 dBm

λBS 0.15 BS/km2

λu 1user/km2

T 0 dB
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Fig. 5 General userPc. CCDF of probability of coverage Pc for shared spectrum scenario a Inside users Pc/i b Outside users Pc/o c General user Pc

The problem turns out now to find the optimal set of
parameters which maximizes the probability of coverage
and users’ capacity.

5.2 Optimization of the hybrid network
Among the different design parameters, it is very clear
that the first parameter to optimize is the radius (i.e.,
the coverage) of the broadcast area for both scenarios.
Figure 7a, b shows the probability of coverage vs the BC
radius for a general user in the service area for UC BS den-
sities of 0.05 BS/km2 and 0.15 BS/km2 for both scenarios.
The results show that for a small value of rb, where most
users are UC users, the probability of coverage Pc will be
limited by the achievable Pc in the UC network. When
the BC radius rb increases, more users are being covered
by the BC network and thus the total Pc increases. How-
ever, when rb is increased too much, edge users associated
with BC become out of coverage due to high interfer-
ence, pathloss and noise levels. Optimal values of rb vary
between 8 and 12 km.
Both figures show that the required threshold T has a

huge effect on the coverage probability, but a limited effect
on the optimal radius of BC area. In addition, results show

that for shared spectrum scenario, increasing λBS pushes
the optimal point towards smaller values. This effect is
not as clear in scenario 2. The main reason could be that
in scenario 1, adding more UC BS add more interference
to BC users, and consequently, limits the BC sub-network
efficiency. Moreover, a comparison between the two plots
shows that there is no significant difference between the
two cases in terms of the optimal radius, and it is limited
to a shift of around one kilometer in some cases. Exclud-
ing the edge users, BC users in general has a better QoE
compared to the UC users.
It is worth mentioning that the extreme values of the

broadcast radius rb in each scenario (i.e., SSS and DSS)
depict one of the stand-alone networks behaviors. For
instance, in the DSS scenario, setting rb to 0 km is equiv-
alent to broadband network alone while a very large value
of rb depicts the broadcast network. In both extreme
cases of rb, it is very clear that the stand-alone networks
could not provide the best coverage performance. One
should also notice that, even though the framework is this
paper is applicable to any hybrid solution of networks,
the simulation parameters have been selected according
to LTE and DVB specifications. In other words, the hybrid

Fig. 6 CCDF of probability of coverage Pc for dedicated spectra scenario. a Inside users Pc/i b Outside users Pc/o c General user Pc
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Fig. 7 Probability of coverage for both scenarios vs. the BC radius rb for −105 dBm noise power. a Shared spectrum scenario b Dedicated spectra
scenario

proposed solution outperforms each of these networks
operating alone.
Similar remarks could be concluded from Fig. 8a, b,

showing the total system capacity as a function of rb for
the two values of UC BS density mentioned above. Both
figures show that an optimal point can be determined for
the set of parameters under test.
Since the average values, in general, could be mislead-

ing, and in order to highlight the effect of the position on
the coverage, a test was done without the last averaging

over position with respect to the center in Eqs. (17) and
(23) for scenario 1, and Eqs. (32) and (34) for scenario 2.
Figure 9a, b shows a cross-section of the service area, from
the center to the edge, with the coverage probability at
each point with distance R from the center of the service
area, for two different values of λBS, and their correspond-
ing optimal BC radius rb for both scenarios. Results show
that BC users have excellent coverage for both cases near
the HPHT as expected, but this value drops dramatically
for scenario 1 on the BC border due to interference, and

Fig. 8 Average system capacity vs. the BC radius rb for −105 dBm noise power, Creq of 2 Mbps, and 1400 users. a Shared spectrum scenario
b Dedicated spectra scenario
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Fig. 9 Probability of coverage as a function of distance from center for two values of λBS and their corresponding values of rb for −105dBm noise
power and T = 0 dB. a Shared spectrum scenario b Dedicated spectra scenario

the drop is more skewed when the density is higher. In
the second scenario, the drop is smoother, and it is not
affected by the density of BSs. Moreover, UC has a sta-
ble coverage value over most of its region except at both
boundaries, with a higher average for higher density net-
work, and with a slight out-performance for the dedicated
spectrum scenario. One could mention the main changes
in the BC/UC border region. In shared spectrum scenario,
users on both sides of the UC/BC borders suffer from
severe interference levels, which results in the gap seen

in Fig. 9a with a probability of coverage that drops down
to 0.11 and 0.1 with λBS equal to 0.15 and 0.05 BS/km2,
respectively. In contrary, this gap is not as significant in
Fig. 9b that corresponds to dedicated spectra scenario, as
it is limited by the slight change in operating BSs density
near the border.
Figure 10a, b shows the achievable capacity by 90% of

the users in the service area for both scenarios. Higher
UC network density achieves higher capacities, mainly
due to the advantage of such networks in providing higher

Fig. 10 Achievable user capacity per unit frequency vs. the BC radius rb for −105 dBm noise power and T = 0 dB. a Shared spectrum scenario
b Dedicated spectra scenario
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number of access points and then resources. Results also
show that for shared spectrum scenario, a dense network
requires smaller BC area to achieve its optimal values. On
the other side, for the same value of rb, higher density of
BSs provides higher probability of coverage, as detailed in
the next subsection. In the dedicated spectra scenario, the
density does not affect much the optimal point.
The results so far correspond to a certain fixed value

of the HPHT BC transmission power PD. To study the
effect of PD on the optimal setting, the optimal BC radius
is calculated for different values of PD. The results for
shared spectrum scenario are shown in Fig. 11. The results
show that as the transmission power increases, the opti-
mal radius increases as well. A larger transmission power
for the BC produces more coverage in the BC zone, and
consequently, a bigger contribution is needed from the BC
network, which increases the optimal radius. This shows
how, in practice, the size of the BC zone and the amount
of transmitted power can be jointly optimized.

5.3 Effect of BS density
The second main design parameter for the hybrid net-
work is the density of the BS providing unicast. To study
the effect of the BS’s density on probability of coverage for
inside, outside, and general user are calculated for differ-
ent values of λBS for both scenarios under study. For this
study rb is selected to be around the optimal values found
in the previous section. The results are shown in Fig. 12.
For shared spectrum scenario, in general a low-density

network will produce less interference on BC users, and
thus those users will have better coverage and capacity.

Nevertheless, low-density network means that UC users
are on average far from their BS and thus have less cov-
erage and capacity. The growth of coverage for UC users
with the increase of λBS is faster than the decay of the cov-
erage for BC users, thus the total coverage increases, until
a point where further increase does not produce addi-
tional capacity or coverage since the interfering BSs are
becoming closer to typical UC user. In the setting used
here, one can conclude that 0.15 BS/km2 is enough for
nearly maximum coverage. In dedicated spectrum sce-
nario, however, the density does not affect the inside users’
coverage, and consequently, the total coverage is higher in
general. However, scenario 2 does not significantly shift
the value on which the coverage becomes stable. In prac-
tice, the control of BS density can be done by turning
off the service transmission of selected BSs but this leads
to a new model of a PPP network which is out-of-scope
in this paper. The results for average user capacity and
system capacity are highly correlated with that of cover-
age, so they are not shown. Finally, even if this fact is not
detailed in the paper due to limited size, we can state from
conducted analysis that the lower the λBS, the lesser con-
tribution from the BC network is needed, and therefore
the smaller the optimal BC radius.

5.4 Interference cancellation
In all the testings performed so far, the induced inter-
ference was fully taken into account as no interference
cancellation was supposed to be carried out. In prac-
tice, some interference techniques are used to reduce its
effect on the performance. Those techniques are out of

Fig. 11 The Effect of BC transmission power on the optimal BC radius in shared spectrum scenario
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Fig. 12 Effect of the BSs’ density λBS on the probability of coverage. a Shared spectrum scenario b Dedicated spectra scenario

the scope of this study. However, we are interested in hav-
ing an insight on how a generic interference cancellation
scheme can affect the performance of the hybrid network.
To model this generic scheme, we multiplied the total
interference by a factor γ , that ranges between 0 (all the
interference is cancelled) and 1 (no interference cancel-
lation). In fact, the SINR formulas are slightly modified
versions of Eqs. (2) and (3) to include the new factor. For
shared spectrum the modified formula for BC and UC
users will be respectively as following:

Si = PDgr−β
v

σ 2 + γ ID
(56)

and

So = PLhr−α
l

σ 2 + γ (I1 + I2)
(57)

Similarly, for dedicated spectra scenario, SINR will be
modified but with reduced effect. SINR of BC users will
remain unchanged as in Eq. (7), while SINR of UC will be
a modification of Eq. (8), and will be as following:

So = PLhr−α
l

σ 2 + γ I1
(58)

where γ is the reduction factor, and γ ≤ 1. Figure 13
shows the coverage probability for shared spectrum sce-
nario (13a) and dedicated spectra scenario (13b).

Fig. 13 Effect of interference cancellation factor γ on coverage and capacity for both scenarios. a Shared apectrum scenario b Dedicated spectra
scenario
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Table 3 Summary of the parameter effect

Parameter Coverage Optimal rb

Threshold T Higher T reduces
coverage

T has a limited effect
on the optimal rb

rb Lower coverage at
very high and very
low rb, an optimal rb
can be found
between the extreme
cases to max. the
coverage

An optimal
operation point to
be found

λBS Increasing λBS
enhances the
coverage up to a
certain point beyond
which the coverage is
not affected

Increasing λBS
enhances the
performance of the
BB network, making
it more useful and
consequently
decreases the
optimal value of rb

γ Better interference
cancellation increases
coverage in general

Better interference
cancellation
enhances the
performance of the
BB network and
then reduces the
need for the BC, this
reduces the optimal
rb

Figure 13 shows that for both scenarios, coverage could
be enhanced by more than 67% for λ = 0.15 BS/km2

and around 37% for λ = 0.05 BS/km2 with a cancella-
tion factor of −15 dB. Further cancellation increase, i.e.,
lower values of γ , will not be as effective as noise becomes
the dominant limiting factor. Further studies show that the
15 dB cancellation could achieve around 130% increase in
average capacity for a user and around 250% increase in
achievable capacity for 90% of users.
Table 3 summarises the effect of the different parame-

ters on the performance of the hybrid network.

5.5 QoE
In this section, we provide the QoE measures of the two
hybrid networks as detailed in Section 4.D. Figure 14
shows the average QoE score 1 of the network as a func-
tion of the BC radius rb. The results show that the DSS
scenario outperforms the SSS for both BS density val-
ues, and that the optimal value of rb is slightly smaller
for more BS-dense areas. Moreover, it can be easily seen
that from QoE point of view, the optimal point of rb is
slightly smaller than those obtained through probability of
coverage (see Fig. 7a, b).
Figure 15 shows the QoE as indicated in Q2 at each

user’s position relative to the coverage area center. In this
example, we have considered κ = 8, ρ = 1, and ν = 2.
The figure shows the different QoE sub-scores and the
final score. It can be seen that the users at the edge of the
BC area (marked by a blue line in the figure) suffer the

most from the degradation of QoE. Note that the results
are provided for the SSS scenario only for simplicity.

5.6 Comparison between the two scenarios
The two presented scenarios share most of the design
criteria, except the frequency bands occupied by each.
While the difference in probability of coverage and system
capacity is not significant, edge users in the two scenar-
ios experience very different conditions as can be seen
in Fig. 9a, b. As can be concluded from Figs. 5c and 6c
for coverage probability and Fig. 8a, b for capacity, dedi-
cated spectra scenario has a slight advantage due to fewer
sources of interference. However, this slight advantage
comes with a very expensive price in terms of occupied
bandwidth, due to the use two frequency bands instead of
one. For a fair comparison, let us analyze the two scenarios
from the perspective of the global area spectral efficiency
defined as

Ae = Csys

BWtotal πrmax2
(59)

where BWtotal = BWBC + BWUC is the total bandwidth.
BWtotal = 18MHz for the dedicated spectra scenario, and
BWtotal = 10 MHz in the case of shared spectrum sce-
nario because of the overlapping of the bands. The global
area spectral efficiency as a function of the BC radius is
shown in Fig. 16.
The results show that even though dedicated spectrum

scenario achieves higher capacity and coverage, but glob-
ally, shared spectrum scenario is more efficient. The large
distances between the HPHT and UC users from one
side, and the BS and BC users from the other side, cause
the mutual interference to be limited to the edge users.
Hence, cancelling this interference by using dedicated
spectra scenario has a limited effect on the coverage and
capacity, while the bandwidth used is hugely increased
(doubled, or even more depending on the used networks)
to attain such goal. This eventually leads to a severe drop
of the efficiency in the second scenario. The results also
show that dedicated spectral scenario with −10 dB of
interference cancellation can reach the efficiency level of
shared spectrum scenario with no interference manage-
ment. Moreover, It can be noticed that the use of more
advanced receivers with better interference management
has more effect on the shared spectrum scenario doubling
the efficiency, whereas the effect on the dedicated spec-
tra scenario is limited because of the fewer number of
interference sources in that case.
However, it remains up to the designer to use either

choice depending on the available resources and their
cost. For example, if the state of the edge users is criti-
cal, and the additional BW is available and not costly, then
dedicated spectra scenario could again be the preferable
network option.
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Fig. 14 A comparison between the two scenarios based on the QoE score 1

Table 4 briefs the comparison between the shared
spectrum scenario (SSS) and the dedicated spectra sce-
nario (DSS).

6 Conclusion
The work in this paper introduced two different models
for hybrid broadcast/broadband coexistence. The first was
based on shared spectrum access while the second was

based on dedicated spectrum using TVWS. An analyti-
cal formulation for both models in terms of probability
of coverage and capacity has been derived, and numeri-
cal simulations have verified the accuracy of the derived
expressions. To the best of the authors knowledge, this
paper presents a first reference work dealing with the
optimization of the hybrid network with the coexistence
of broadband and broadcast networks, from stochastic

Fig. 15 The QoE versus the relative position from the center of the service area for SSS
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Fig. 16 Global area spectral efficiency comparison between the two proposed scenarios with and without interference cancellation (SSS = shared
spectrum scenario, DSS = dedicated spectra scenario)

geometry perspective, taking into account the inter cell
interference.
The results showed that in general, the dedicated spec-

tra scenario produces higher coverage probability for a
user in the service area by few percents and higher system
capacity as well, with similar percentages. However, since
it requires an additional frequency band adopted from the
TV white space, a compromise could be made between
coverage and spectral resources. Even though the compro-
mise, i.e., the choice of scenario 1 or Scenario 2, could be
hard to find, a soft solution where Scenario 1 is applied in
general, but TV white space is used for BS on the BC/UC
boundaries, can be proposed in the future.
The results also indicated that an optimal broadcast

radius could be reached for different operation condi-
tions where coverage or capacity could bemaximized. The
results showed that this optimal point changes depend-
ing on the density of UC BS. It is shown that, for both
scenarios, a value of BS density beyond which there is no
significant gain in either scenario exists. Moreover, it is

Table 4 Comparison between the SSS and DSS scenarios

Parameter SSS DSS

Coverage Slightly lower Slightly higher

Average capacity Slightly lower Slightly higher

Edge users coverage Very low coverage Better conditions

Used BW 1 frequency band 2 frequency bands

Global spectral efficiency Much higher Much lower

shown that some interference cancellation possibly intro-
duced at the end-user level could significantly enhance
both coverage and user experience. The two proposed sce-
narios were also directly compared in terms of are spectral
efficiency, where the shared spectrum scenario proved to
be much more efficient.
The scenarios discussed here are one of many possi-

ble configurations. Future investigations on scenarios like
broadcast/multi-cast hybrid network could be explored.
Finally, it is expected to consider multi broadcast cells in
future research directions.

Appendix 1: Useful integrations
In the following derivations an integration on a plane for
a function over a disk will be needed.

Integration over a distinct disk
For a disk C with radius R, and with distance D from the
origin, where D > R, the integration of function f over
the plane, by moving from Cartesian coordinates to polar
coordinates can be expressed as:

∫

C/D

f (r) =
D+R∫

D−R

2θrf (r)dr (60)

By taking an arc strip with length as 2θr as shown in
Fig. 17. According to cosine law:

θ = arccos
(
r2 + D2 − R2

2rD

)
(61)
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Fig. 17 Integration over a distinct disk

then the integration will finally be given by:

∫

C/D

f (r) =
D+R∫

D−R

2 arccos
(
r2 + D2 − R2

2rD

)
rf (r)dr (62)

Integration over a inscribing disk
For a disk C with radius R, and with distance D from the
origin, where D < R, the integration of function f over
the plane can be done by moving from Cartesian to polar
coordinates, and is given by

∫

C/D

f (r) =
R−D∫

0

2πrf (r)dr +
R+D∫

R−D

2θrf (r)dr (63)

where the first term corresponds to the integration of a
circular strip from the origin until the strip hits the disk
boundaries, and the second term corresponds to a strip
starting from the end of first limit, to the end of the disk.
this is shown in Fig. 18. Similar to the section above, the
final integration will be

∫

C/D

f (r) =
R−D∫

0

2πrf (r)dr +
R+D∫

R−D

2 arccos
(
r2 + D2 − R2

2rD

)
rf (r)dr

(64)

Appendix 2: Calculation ofLID
The term LID|rv(s) could be evaluated as follows:

LID|rv(s) = E
[
exp(−sID)

]

= E�,h

⎡

⎣exp

⎛

⎝−s
∑

j∈�

PLhr−α
s,j

⎞

⎠

⎤

⎦

(a)= E�

⎡

⎣
∏

j
Eh
[
exp
(
−sPLhr−α

s,j

)]
⎤

⎦

(b)= E�

⎡

⎣
∏

j

1
1 + sPL

μrαs

⎤

⎦

(c)= exp

⎛

⎜⎝−λ

∫

O\G
1 − 1

1 + sPL
μrαs

⎞

⎟⎠

(d)= exp

⎛

⎜⎝−λ

∫

O\G

1
1 + μrαs

sPL

⎞

⎟⎠

= exp

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−λ

∫

O

1
1 + μrαs

sPL︸ ︷︷ ︸
term1

+ λ

∫

G

1
1 + μrαs

sPL
︸ ︷︷ ︸

term2

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(65)

where (a) follows the independence of channel effect
h from the point process �. (b) follows the assumed
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Fig. 18 Integration over a inscribing disk

exponential distribution of h: h ∼ exp(μ), and that if x
is exponentially distributed random variable with param-
eter θ then Ex[ exp(−ax)]= 1

1+(a/θ)
, and (c) follows the

probability generating functional (PGFL) of the PPP. The
integration at (c) is done over the unicast area, i.e., over the
whole service areaO, excluding the broadcast area, or the
gap G. term1 corresponds to interference hypothetically
produced by BSs distributed over the whole service area.
However, since BSs inside the BC area operate at different
frequency, thus not interfering with the users received sig-
nal, a gap in the uniformly distributed interferes appears,
and this is managed by term2. The latter corresponds to
this gap in interfering BSs’ distribution. Since the integra-
tion in both terms are on an inscribing disk the method
described in Appendix 1, part B, could be used to calculate
terms1 and term2 as following:

term 1 = −2λ

⎛

⎜⎝
rmax−rv∫

0

πrs
1 + μrαs

sPL

drs +
rmax+rv∫

rmax−rv

arccos
(
r2v+r2s −r2max

2rvrs

)

1 + μrαs
sPL

rsdrs

⎞

⎟⎠

(66)

term 2 = 2λ

⎛

⎜⎜⎝

rb−rv∫

0

πrs
1 + μrαs

sPL

drs +
rb+rv∫

rb−rv

arccos
(

r2v+r2s −r2b
2rvrs

)

1 + μrαs
sPL

rsdrs

⎞

⎟⎟⎠ (67)

Plugging term1 and term2 into (65), and substituting s by
its value, we then have

LID|rv

(
τTrβv
PD

)
= exp

⎛

⎝−2λ

⎛

⎝
rmax−rv∫

0

πrs
1 + μPDrαs

TτPLrβv

drs

+
rmax+rv∫

rmax−rv

arccos
(
r2v+r2s −r2max

2rvrs

)

1 + μPDrαs
TτPLrβv

rsdrs

−
rb−rv∫

0

πrs
1 + μPDrαs

TτPLrβv

drs

−
rb+rv∫

rb−rv

arccos
(

r2v+r2s −r2b
2rvrs

)

1 + μPDrαs
TτPLrβv

rsdrs

⎞

⎟⎟⎠

⎞

⎟⎟⎠

First approximation follows the same procedure in
Eq. (65) until (d). next step will be by similar yet opposite
approach as in Appendix 1 part (B), integrate over the disk
of radius rv and trimmed by the BC disk, this will produce
Eq. (19).
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As for second approximation, the steps are as following:

L∗∗
ID|rv(s) = E[ exp(−sID)]

= Eh
[
exp(−sPLh(rb − rv)−α)

]

= 1
1 + sPL

μ(rb−rv)α

(68)

Finally, substituting s by its value, will produce formula
in (20).

Appendix 3: Calculation ofLI1
LI1|rd
(
s
)
could be calculated as following:

LI1|rd
(
s
)

= E�,h
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= exp

⎛
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O

1
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sPL

drq
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+ λ

∫

G

1

1 + μrαq
sPL

drq

︸ ︷︷ ︸
term2

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(69)

where (a) also follows the PGFL of the PPP. term1 refers
to the interference generated by the whole service area
with uniformly distributed BSs, and term2 refers to the
gap caused by the absence of interferers in the BC area.
term1 integrates over inscribing disk, then the method in
Appendix 1, part (B) is applied to formulate it as following:

term1 = −λ

⎛

⎜⎝
rmax−rd∫

min(rl ,rmax−rd)

2πrq
1 + μrαq

sPL

drq

+
rmax+rd∫

max(rl ,rmax−rd)

2arccos
(

r2d+r2q−r2max
2rdrq

)

1 + μrαq
sPL

rqdrq

⎞

⎟⎟⎠

(70)

term 2 integrates over a distinct disk (the gap), and the
method in Appendix 1, part (A) is used to formulate it as
following:

term2 = λ

rd+rb∫

max(rl ,rd−rb)

2arccos
(

r2d+r2q−r2b
2rdrq

)

1 + μrαq
sPL

rqdrq (71)

then, by substituting s by its value we have

LI1|rd
(

μTrαl
PL

)
= exp

⎛

⎜⎝−2λ

⎛

⎜⎝
rmax−rd∫

min(rl ,rmax−rd)

πrq
1 + 1

T

(
rq
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)α drq
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max(rl ,rmax−rd)

arccos
(

r2d+r2q−r2max
2rdrq

)

1 + 1
T

(
rq
rl

)α rqdrq

−
rd+rb∫

max(rl ,rd−rb)

arccos
(

r2d+r2q−r2b
2rdrq
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1 + 1
T

(
rq
rl

)α rqdrq

⎞

⎟⎟⎠

⎞

⎟⎟⎠

(72)
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